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Chair Biographies  
Hi, my name is Connor Yingling and I am a junior attending Whitesboro High School. This is my third 
year in MUN and also my second year chairing at UMVMUN. Outside of MUN, activities that I partake 
include basketball, baseball, skiing, Boy Scouts, and my school's newspaper. I also play the saxophone for 
my school’s band as well as jazz band. I am very excited to be chairing DISEC for a second straight year 
and hope to carry over the successful committee that I helped command last year. To contact me, my 
email is connoryingling18@gmail.com. Please do not hesitate to ask any questions or concerns you may 
have leading up to the conference. I look forward to meeting you all! 
 
Hello, my name is Joe Ciccolella and I am a junior at Whitesboro High School. This will be myself third 
year in Model UN and my first year chairing. However, last year I was an NGO so this is not my first 
time being a part of conference leadership. Outside of Model UN, I like to snowmobile, fish, and do other 
sorts of outdoor things. If you have any reason to email me, my email is ciccolellajoey@gmail.com. If 
you have any questions go ahead and send myself or Connor an email! I cannot wait for December to 
come and to have an excellent conference and committee with all of you! 
 

Committee History 
The Disarmament and International Security Committee is the First Committee of the General Assembly. 
Its first resolution passed on the First Committee's recommendation was Resolution 1, entitled 
“Establishment of a Commission to Deal with the Problems Raised by the Discovery of Atomic Energy,” 
passed on January 24th, 1946. Since then, DISEC has dealt with the major world problems that deal with 
disarmament and threats to peace across the globe. The latest DISEC sponsored resolution passed was in 
regards to the formation of deeper global partnerships between the UN and its relevant partners.  DISEC 1

is an integral part of the United Nations system and has contributed greatly to better universal cooperation 
and world peace. 
 

Special Committee Notes 
DISEC is not a crisis committee here at UMVMUN, therefore committee will be run resolution style. This 
means each delegate is asked to write pre-written resolutions to bring to committee that they hope to base 
the committee's final resolution for each topic on. If you are looking to be eligible for one of the awards 
presented at UMVMUN, then pre-written resolutions for every topic are required for this conference. As a 
reminder, copies of your resolution will be handed out and given to each individual delegate so please 
bring enough copies. Forty should be sufficient. As chairs, we encourage delegates to email position 
papers to one or both of the chairs by November 27, using the emails provided above in the chair 
biographies. It is recommended that delegates also email their resolutions at that date. For delegates to 
familiarize themselves with the awards system here at UMVMUN, details can be found on our conference 
website. As the conference draws closer, both of the chairs will post articles or videos on the UMVMUN 
twitter page pertaining to one of the three topics that delegates will have to prepare for. With that, we 
wish you delegates good luck and welcome your enthusiasm come conference day! 

1 "UNBISnet." UNBISnet. Accessed August 16, 2016. http://unbisnet.un.org:8080/ipac20/ipac.jsp?limitbox_2=TM01 = tm_b02. 
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Drug Wars in Mexico 
 
Introduction: 
Although the committee title references the drug wars in Mexico, this problem has engulfed many nations 
situated in the Latin American region of the world. This situation, being only a small fraction of the larger 
“Global War on Drugs” has given way to the death of over 55,000 individuals and has displaced hundreds 
of thousands Mexican civilians. This problem has grown concern by major countries such as the United 
States and Spain, being countries that cartel traffickers are transporting and marketing illegal narcotics. It 
is your job as delegates to come up with the best solution to dealing with these illegal operations without 
infringing upon national sovereignty or escalating the situation further. 
 
Definition of Key Terms:  
Cartel:  an association of manufacturers or suppliers with the purpose of maintaining prices at a high level 
and restricting competition 
 
Illicit:  forbidden by law, rules, or custom. 
 
Traffic:  deal or trade in something illegal. 
 
UNODC:  United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 
 
General Overview:  
For the past century, Mexico has been the breeding ground for hot topic for issues such as illicit drug 
operations or the repeated capture of El Chapo. These issues have torn the country apart and gave way to 
widespread fear and questions of safety. Many times, drug publicity is blown up in the media, examples 
include recent hit TV shows such as “Breaking Bad”, and “Narcos”, but the reality of the situation has 
cost thousands their lives and their homes. 
 
As an offshoot of Pablo Escobar's drug trafficking state of the 1970s and 1980s, Mexico became a heavy 
transporter of illicit drugs such as cocaine and heroin into the United States. In the years afterwards, 
power shifted to the cartels due to poor political control by the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) 
until the election of 2000 and the candidacy of Vincente Fox. Fox was the first president to declare direct 
action against the cartels by deploying troops to put an end to their illegal trafficking. When Fox’s 
presidency ran up, the election of Felipe Calderon continued the constant pressure on the various cartels 
by deploying 6,500 troops to the state of Michoacan to put down violence insinuated by the La Familia 
cartel. Until the end of his presidency in 2012, Calderon enhanced his anti-drug policy and increasing his 
fighting force to 45,000 troops. 
 
Throughout Calderon's presidency, the murder rate in Mexico increased significantly due to increased 
violence between the state and the cartels. From 2007 to 2014 an estimated 164,000 people have died, 
almost 60,000 more deaths than the total number of deaths in Iraq and Afghanistan combined within the 
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same time frame. In 2011, Mexico called on the UN for help in eliminating the trafficking of illegal 
weapons into the country for drug cartels. When Calderon addressed the General Assembly he stated, 
“ [The UN] are morally obliged to find solutions that cut off this source of financing and explore other 
options and alternatives that stop drug trafficking money from being the source of violence and death, 
particularly in Latin America, the Caribbean and parts of Africa.” (Mexico).  Many countries globally are 
concerned over this growth in drug trade and lack of response by the Mexican government and UN. 
Countries such as the United States have made foreign policy regarding these cartels a cornerstone of 
political debate in response to the violence that has overtaken Mexico. 
 
Major Parties Involved: 
United States: The United States have contributed agents and marshals to the area due to the deaths of 
over 500 American civilians because of the violence of local cartels. The U.S. also passed legislation in 
2008 which provides Mexico and Central American countries with money and provides law enforcement 
training and equipment to battle the cartels. Drug cartels also have a presence in many major U.S. cities 
such as Chicago, Miami, and Los Angeles. 
 
Mexico: As the main state in which the violence has been attributed to, it stands as the battleground 
between the cartels and the Mexican army. Mexican officials have attempted to ask for help from other 
nations as well as the United Nations with only minimum support in return. As stands, the nation as a 
whole is not united against the cartels as many parts of the country are described as extremely violent and 
uncontrollable crime. 
 
Los Zetas Cartel: The Los Zetas Cartel is the main occupant cartel of the Tamaulipas state. They have 
been successful in corruption of political elites as well as provided drug traffickers a haven within the 
Tamaulipa borders. Many leaders throughout the years have been either shot of captured with no dismay 
of the operation. 
 
Sinaloa Cartel: Known for the infamous “El Chapo”, the Sinaloa Cartel has allied themselves with the 
majority of the other cartels within Mexico but is currently waging war against the Tijuana Cartel over 
smuggling routes. 
 
Gulf Cartel: Established in  the 1930s, the Gulf Cartel has dealings on all major continents beside 
Australia. Allied with the Sinaloa and the La Familia Cartels, A major cell cartel operating within the 
southwestern part of the United States. 
 
La Familia Cartel: Based out of the Michoacan state of Mexico, have almost disbanded the cartel twice 
but with no prevail due to broken down peace talks with President Calderon. After the death of the La 
Familia leader, Nazario Moreno González, the prestige of the cartel fell dramatically, with the majority 
splitting off forming the Knights Templar Cartel. 
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Tijuana Cartel: This cartel was once one of the most prestigious cartels in Mexico, but is now a coalition 
of small scattered cells located on Baja California. The Tijuana cartel has not been as powerful or violent 
since the Sinaloa Cartel's incursion in 2006 
 
Juarez Cartel:A dangerous cartel, and the bitter rivals of the Sinaloa Cartel, based in Juarez, Chihuahua. 
Its recent comeback starting in 2011 has it alleged that the Juarez Cartel is responsible for executions 
performed in Juarez and Chihuahua 
 
Timeline of Key Events: 

● December 11, 2006-  Operation Michoacan is launched against La Familia Cartel. 
● January 2, 2007 - Operation Baja California is launched against the Tijuana Cartel. 
● January 1, 2008 - Operation Nuevo Leon-Tamaulipas in launched against the Beltran-Leyva and 

Los Zetas Cartel. 
● May 13, 2008 - Operation Sinaloa ia launched against the Sinaloa Cartel. 
● May 31, 2008 - United States announces Drug trafficking law to imposing sanctions on Mexican 

drug cartels. 
● June 30, 2008 - Merida Initiative: U.S. $1.6 initiative to provide law enforcement training 

announced. 
● February 24, 2009-Operation Xcellerator: U.S. operation against Sinaloa Cartel in the states of 

California, Maryland, and Minnesota 
● February 22, 2014 - El Chapo, leader of the Sinaloa Cartel in Arrested in in the Mexican city of 

Mazatlan 
● June 23, 2014 - Luis Fernando Sanchez Arellano, leader of the Tijuana cartel is arrested in Tijuana 
● October 10, 2014 - Hector Beltran Leyva, leader of the Beltran-Leyva cartel is arrested in the city 

of San Miguel de Allende 
 
Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue: 
On a regional level, the Mexican government, along with help from the United States extensively uses the 
Mexican state police and military to fight and protect the country against the Mexican drug lords. 
Violence is used in the highest capacity and most often members on both sides are injured and killed 
during operations led by the Mexican government to subdue the drug lords. Many of the guns utilized by 
the drug lords are deemed illegal due to extensive weapons trafficking. Under the Arms Trade Treaty, 
adopted by the General Assembly in 2013, member countries must monitor arms exports and that they 
make sure that the arms are not put into the possession of organization that promotes human-rights 
violations. The problem going forward is that many of the countries that are exporting illicit arms have 
not signed nor ratified the Arms Trade Treaty. 
 
Possible Solutions: 
The use of force and violence has been seen to be effective to a certain degree, most times only ending in 
setbacks for the different gangs until they can find new leaders or members. Force and violence in this 
case also leads to the exchanging of fire due to gangs having access to illicit arms trafficking systems. A 
full scale UN peacekeeping expedition would be detrimental to the region as well as the UN. 
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A better solution could be to essentially cut off the cartels from outside support or exportation. With 
permission from Mexico, the UN could increase border security into the country to check for illicit arms 
as well as out of the country to look for drugs and money. Such border patrols could be put into effect on 
the U.S./Mexico border, the Gulf of Mexico, Pacific Ocean, or the Mexico/Guatemala border. In regards 
to the illicit arms dealing, tracking the supplier could be key to stopping the flow of weapons into the 
country to support the cartels. 
 
Key Questions:  

1. Have any past solutions been proposed to address the situation? If so, how effective have they 
been? 

2. Should international laws be established in order to stem the rise of organized criminal activity? 
3. Is there a better alternative to handling large criminal organizations rather than the use of force? 
4. How are large criminal organizations allowed to operate with such authority and mobility? 

 
Appendix: 

1. Mexico calls on UN to help control flow of high-powered weapons to drug gangs  
2. Drugs, money and violence: The toll in Mexico  
3. BY THE NUMBERS: Why The Mexican Drug War Should Keep You Awake At Night  
4. Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean 
5. Mexico Under Siege  
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Preventing Islamic Terror Attacks 
 
Introduction: Due to the recent rise of the Islamic State, terrorist attacks across the world have become 
much more frequent and much more severe. ISIS has been able to use the internet, social media, and the 
news media to send out propaganda to easily recruit terrorists that have committed these grotesque acts 
against innocent people. Recently, Paris, Orlando, Nice, Istanbul, countless bombings in Baghdad, and 
many, many more terrorist attacks against ordinary people. A refugee crisis has arisen as the Islamic State 
has taken land in Iraq and Syria, forcing people to move. These refugees have been moving to Germany. 
France, and other European nations which has caused even more terrorist attacks due to a infiltrated 
refugee population with Islamic fighters, as they have claimed.  
 
Definition of Key Terms: 
 Terrorism-  the use of violent acts to frighten the people in an area as a way of trying to achieve a political 
goal 
 
General Overview: The rise of modern Islamic terrorism that we know of today can be linked to 2001, 
when Osama Bin Laden orchestrated the largest attack on U.S. soil and subsequently the largest terrorist 
attack of modern times by taking down the World Trade Center. That attack led George W. Bush to 
initiate the “War on Terror”,  the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. The U.S. and other allied countries 
invaded Iraq in 2003 in search of rumored WMDs possessed by Saddam Hussein, as well as toppling his 
dictatorship that supported terrorist groups. The invasion was successful, that of completing the objective 
of getting rid of Saddam Hussein, however, no WMDs were found. The United States, along with the 
United Kingdom and many other European nations, then occupied Iraq and tried to bring democracy 
there, along with rebuilding Iraq and bringing democracy there. 
 
With Saddam Hussein gone, a power vacuum was left which was taken over by the coalition forces. As 
time progressed, Osama Bin Laden was found and killed in 2011, Al Qaeda was losing power and 
influence, and many coalition forces started to withdraw. Once President Barack Obama withdrew all 
U.S. ground troops by December 2011, a power vacuum was created, just like the one filled by the U.S. 
after Saddam Hussein's death. An originally small, unimportant Islamic State, now had the room to take 
over large portions of Iraq and Syria that they have today, which is where we stand today as they have 
conquered over a third of Syria and Iraq.  
 
The West now has had to suffer the consequences, before with relatively low amounts of foreign 
terrorism, and now there is terrorist attacks every week. It is estimated that Europe has had a terrorist 
attack every 84 hours in the past two months, just Europe alone. The United States, Indonesia, Turkey, 
and countless other countries outside of the Middle East war zone have had to deal with innocent people 
being murdered by ISIS-inspired attacks. Baghdad and other Iraqi/Syrian cities have had countless car 
bombings and other types of terrorist attacks. Terrorism has become a highlight of discussion across the 
world, among parliaments and congresses, and just average day people who have had to experience it 
firsthand.  
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Major Parties Involved: 
Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS, Daesh, ISIL)  - The main terrorist group that has been the epicenter 
of the latest terrorist attacks. They have taken over parts of Iraq and Syria, which they proclaim as their 
‘caliphate”, and have connections in 29 different countries. They are also responsible for the large refugee 
crisis that has unfolded over the past year.  
 
United States  - The U.S. has formed a so called “coalition” of nations to take on the Islamic State, mostly 
conducts airstrikes against ISIS forces and has trained Kurdish forces that fight ISIS. Islamic State 
fighters have conducted attacks on U.S. soil in San Bernardino, CA, Orlando, FL, Chattanooga, TN, along 
with other attacks.  
 
European Union -  Along with the U.S., various EU states have helped fight ISIS by launching airstrikes. 
Various nations inside the EU have been directly affected by the rise of ISIS and their influence, 
including Belgium, France, and Germany.  
 
Russia  - A large supporter of Bashar al-Assad’s regime in Syria and has conducted many airstrikes in 
Syria against the Islamic State. 
 
Syria under Assad  - A country that has had one-third of its land taken by ISIS and is the epicenter of the 
refugee crisis. Assad and the Islamic State have traded attacks against each other. Assad has also 
committed many human rights violations, which has brought criticism from around the world.  
  
Timeline of Key Events:  

● September 11, 2001-  Osama Bin Laden and Al Qaeda hijack passenger planes and destroy the 
World Trade Center and a part of the Pentagon, and attempt to hit the White House but fail. 

● March 20 - May 1, 2003-  U.S. led invasion of Iraq, start of the War on Terror 
● May 2, 2011-  Osama Bin Laden found and killed by U.S. forces, Al Qaeda in retreat 
● December 2011-  U.S. withdrawal of forces from Iraq 
● 2013-2014-  Rise of the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria 
● 2013-Present-  Dozens of terrorist attack across the world inspired by the Islamic State, most 

notably, several large scale attacks in Paris, along with Orlando, Brussels, Istanbul, and other 
large cities.  

 
Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue: 
Various programs inside the U.S.: NSA (National Security Agency), DHS (Department of Homeland 
Security), TSA (Transportation Security Agency). These programs should be looked at and analyzed to 
see their amount of success, if any. 
 
War on Terrorism in Iraq and Afghanistan against Al-Qaeda conducted by the U.S. and some EU states 
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Possible Solutions: 
How should we solve this issue? Is another war against terrorism necessary or will that create another 
power vacuum? Do large governmental homeland security agencies protect us or violate international and 
national laws, or even work? Are travel bans in violation of the Declaration of Human Rights or necessary 
measures when talking about the prevention of terrorist attacks?  These are some of the many solutions to 
this problem but delegates must weigh the positives to the negatives.  
 
Key Questions: 

1. Look at past attempts to prevent terrorist attacks - Did the work and how effective were they?  
2. What causes people to revert to terrorism? Can we help stop these causes? 
3. How have terror groups been allowed to have such an influence over the world and have caused 

“lone wolf” attacks? Can their influence be reduced or ridden of? 
4. What has been a common theme amongst recent terror attacks in Orlando, Paris, Istanbul, etc. that 

can help us prevent further ones? 
 
Appendix: 

1. Global Terrorism Database  
2. Terrorism News  
3. Terrorism  
4. Terrorism  
5. UNITED NATIONS ACTION TO COUNTER TERRORISM  
6. The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime and Terrorism Prevention  
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Kashmir Conflict 
 
Introduction: After the decolonization of India and the partition of 1947, the Kashmir conflict was 
created between India, China, and Pakistan. Millions of Hindus and Muslims migrated to the new nations 
that were established for them. Pakistan was created for Muslims, and India for Hindus. Tensions between 
India and Pakistan have been high since the establishment of those nation, often causing minor skirmishes 
and even wars over the Kashmir region border. Along with the tensions rising,  nuclear stockpiles of India 
and Pakistan have been created, which makes this situation very worrisome to the international 
community as nuclear war is very possible..  
  
Definition of Key Terms:  
Kashmir -  The region between India, Pakistan, and China that has been the center of this conflict because 
of border disputes 
 
Partition of India  - The partition that the British signed after decolonization to break up India into India 
and Pakistan 
 
Indo-Pakistani Wars-  Series of wars fought by the Pakistanis and Indians trying to prove that they own 
the territory of Kashmir 
 
General Overview:  
Prior to the end of WWII, the colony of India in 1947 was split up into two separate states, those being 
India and Pakistan. The region of Kashmir, originally offered separate independence eventually joined 
India due to the invasion of Pakistani tribesmen in late 1947. The conflict soon escalated and India turned 
to the newly founded United Nations in January of 1948. UN Security Council Resolution 47 called for 
Kashmir to remove all its troops as well as asking for India to significantly scale back their military in the 
area. Pakistan ignored the extent of the resolution and continued to hold and fight over the land already 
under its control. Soon after on January 1, 1949, a ceasefire was called  forming  a temporary border that 
is still the official border between the countries today. 
 
Tensions were high well into the 1960’s when the Sino-Indian War broke out in 1962 over further border 
disputes between China and India regarding the Kashmir region. China won a swift victory, claiming and 
occupying the Northeast section of Aksai Chin. A brief war in 1965 was settled very quickly after 
diplomatic interventions by the world powers of the United States and Soviet Union ended the fighting. 
Another large war between the two came in 1971, when India intervened during the Bangladesh 
Liberation War. What was a huge defeat for Pakistan, losing the entirety of East Pakistan, the concern 
over the Kashmir region was never resolved during this conflict. 
 
The most recent major violent conflict occurred in 1999 after insurgency militants and Pakistani soldiers 
crossed the border from Pakistani Kashmir into the Indian controlled Kashmir region. India, after heavy 
fighting, within three months of the invasion had repulsed the attackers and reclaimed the taken territory. 
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Since then, small insurgency groups, backed by Pakistan and terrorist groups such as Al-Qaeda, have 
fought skirmishes engulfing the Line of Control, leading to deaths on both sides. In total, the death count 
has climbed to an estimated 73,462. The ultimate fear in this situation is the escalation of another deadly 
war with both countries possessing nuclear technologies, making it that much deadlier. 
 
Major Parties Involved: 
India: One of the two original parties involved in the conflict. Claims Kashmir as its own but currently is 
in possession of of the Jammu and Kashmir regions of the area. Has highly militarized the Line of Control 
along the border and has participated in several wars and skirmishes over Kashmir in result to Pakistani 
aggression. 
 
Pakistan: The other of the two original states that started the conflict over Kashmir. Claims Kashmir also 
as its own but currently holds the Gilgit Baltistan region of Kashmir. Pakistan is the main aggressor in the 
situation as has been credited to starting the majority of the major battles over the Kashmir region. 
 
China: China became involved in the matter beginning in the 1950’s. They gradually occupied the 
northeast section of Kashmir, Aksai Chin. They fought a small war, the Sino-Indian War of 1962, against 
India in regards to this territory and swiftly won firmly entrenching themselves within their claimed 
territory. 
 
Timeline of Key Events:  

● 1947 -  Partition of India break up India and forms Pakistan, Kashmir conflict starts 
● October 22, 1947 -  First Indo-Pakistani War breaks out 
● 1948-  India takes this problem to the UN Security Council in hopes of a deal being reached 
● December 1963 - Large uprisings in Kashmir, India sends troops to fight rioters 
● 1965-  Indo-Pakistani War of 1965, Pakistani-backed insurgents fight Indian forces in Kashmir 
● 1971-  Indo-Pakistani War of 1971, Pakistani Civil War in East Pakistan (becomes Bangladesh) 
● July 2, 1972-  Pakistan and India sign Simla Agreement which creates the Line of Control and a 

ceasefire 
● March 1, 1990 - One million+ protesters protest Indian occupation, several dozen killed 
● 1998-  Nuclear tests by India and Pakistan 
● 2003/2006-  Diplomatic talks restore Indo-Pakistani ties 
● 2008-Present-  Dozens of protests have occurred, many leading to arrests and death 

 
Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue: 
When the conflict fire began, the United Nations Security Council adopted Resolution 47, establishing the 
United Nations Military Observer Group in India and Pakistan(UNMOGIP), also recommending that the 
invading Pakistani be removed from the region and recommending India to scale back its military 
stationed in the region. Since then, further UN resolutions regarding UNMOGIP have been adopted 
including UN SC resolution 209 asking Pakistan and India to cooperate with the UNMOGIP and each 
other to supervise the effect ceasefire. This method was deemed ineffective due to the lack of cooperation 
from both Pakistan and India towards the UN resolutions. 
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Possible Solutions: In 2003 and 2006, peace talks were held, with the objective being better relations 
between the two nations. How well did these peace talks work and should this committee try to 
reestablish these talks? How should we, as a committee, try and lessen the violent protests that have 
occurred in recent months and years? One thing delegates should be aware of is that both nations have 
been recognized by the IAEA as having nuclear capabilities. What can be done to try and lower nuclear 
tensions in the Kashmir region?  
 
Key Questions: 

1. Are there any possible solutions that have not been used in order to alleviate the conflict? 
2. Why haven't past elections regarding the solution of the region deemed effective, and how could 

this be fixed? 
3. What are some ways that can help reduce the hostility between Pakistan and India? 
4. Can any agreements possible fix this before a large scale conflict breaks out? How would both 

parties agree? 
 
Appendix: 

1. Kashmir: Conflict profile  
2. Kashmir: India and Pakistan's bitter dispute  
3. India-Pakistan Background  
4. Jammu and Kashmir Data Sheets  
5. History of the Kashmir Conflict  
6. Kashmir - The History  
7. Simla Agreement July 2, 1972  
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